
Paperboard 
Tableware

Renewable & sustainable
Made with PFAS-free paperboard that meets Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative® (SFI®) certified sourcing standard,  
and uses a sustainable bio-based coating instead of  
polyethylene coating.

Commercially compostable
Meets ASTM D6868 compostability standard.  
Commercially compostable only.* Compostable products 
facilitate the diversion of food scraps from the landfill. 

Strong & versatile 
EarthChoice® paper plates are durable and resistant to 
grease and moisture, which makes them great for heavy  
and saucy foods. 

Wide temperature tolerance 
Perfect for both hot and cold foods, these plates are also 
microwave safe to reheat. 

* Commercially compostable only. Facilities may not exist in your area. 
Not suitable for home composting.



What temperature range is recommended?
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The Virtual Packaging Assistant (VPA) app can be used for all of your 
Foodservice Packaging Solutions! It is available for download on all 
Apple, Android and Windows devices.

Virtual Packaging Assistant

These guidelines are supplied to assist you in determining the proper use of Pactiv Evergreen products. They are 
based upon testing and published guidelines and are reliable in most applications. However, because every food 
supplier’s recipes, ingredients, processes and supply chain is unique, these guidelines are not a substitute for 
product testing. Confirmation of product acceptability under your specific conditions of use must be done by you.

Product specifications

Product Number Brand Description Dimensions 
(in.) Material Color Case Pack

PSP06EC EarthChoice 6" Plate with EarthChoice print 6'' Paperboard White 750

PSP09EC EarthChoice 9" Plate with EarthChoice print 8.7'' Paperboard White 450

PSP10EC EarthChoice 10" Plate with EarthChoice print 10'' Paperboard White 300

PSP103EC EarthChoice 10" 3-Compartment plate with EarthChoice print 10'' Paperboard White 250

PSB12EC EarthChoice 12 oz. Bowl with EarthChoice print - Paperboard White 750
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